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Abstract: The fault maintenance scenario in coal-mine equipment intelligence is composed of videos,
images, signals, and repair process records. Text data are not the primary data that reflect the fault
phenomenon, but rather the secondary processing based on operation experience. Focusing on
the difficulty of extracting fault knowledge from the limited textual maintenance process records,
a forward static full-connected topology network modeling method based on domain knowledge
from four dimensions of physical structure, internal association, condition monitoring, and fault
maintenance, is proposed to increase the efficiency of constructing a fault-maintenance knowledge
graph. Accurately identifying the intrinsic correlation between the equipment anomalies and the
faults’ causes through only domain knowledge and loosely coupled data is difficult. Based on
the static full-connected knowledge graph of the cantilever roadheader, the information entropy
and density-based DBSCAN clustering algorithm is used to process and analyze many condition-
monitoring historical datasets to optimize the entity relationships between the fault phenomena
and causes. The improved DBSCAN algorithm consists of three stages: firstly, extracting entity
data related to fault information from the static fully connected graph; secondly, calculating the
information entropy based on the real dataset describing the fault information and the historical
operating condition, respectively; and thirdly, comparing the entropy values of the entities and
analyzing the intrinsic relationship between the fault phenomenon, the operating condition data,
and the fault causes. Based on the static full-connected topology storage in the Neo4j database, the
information entropy and density-based DBSCAN algorithm is computed by using Python to identify
the relationship weights and dynamically display optimized knowledge graph topology. Finally,
an example of EBZ200-type cantilever roadheader for smart maintenance is studied to analyze and
evaluate the forward and four-mainlines knowledge graph modeling method and the dynamic entity
relations optimization method for static full-connected knowledge graph.

Keywords: cantilever roadheader; fault maintenance; knowledge graph; condition monitoring;
entity relations

MSC: 68T30; 68T35

1. Introduction

Coal mine face intelligence is the core technology for achieving high-quality develop-
ments of the coal industry, and mining equipment intelligence is the key to the standard
coal mine face intelligence system [1]. The cantilever roadheader is a heavy-duty complex
electromechanical system, which is the primary equipment used in coal mine excava-
tion [2,3]. It works safely and efficiently, and directly impacts the mining and production
efficiency. In the face of the complexity of electromechanical equipment, excavation work
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continues to improve, and the repair and maintenance requirements of excavation equip-
ment are also constantly improving. Furthermore, as tunneling intelligence develops, the
condition-monitoring and fault-diagnosis technology of cantilever roadheaders is also
progressing [4].

The cantilever roadheader consists of a mechanical system, a hydraulic system, and
an electrical system. The fault diagnosis of mechanical systems focuses on gear and
bearing [5,6] faults in the cutting transmission system, while hydraulic system faults
mainly revolve around pressure fluctuations, unstable cylinder action, high oil temperature,
and other faults. The occurrence of these fault phenomena is caused by a single factor or the
coupling of multiple factors [7,8]. In recent years, an increasing number of methods have
been oriented to the fault cause analysis of cantilever roadheaders, including diagnosis
based on the improved decision tree algorithm in data mining technology [9], a fault
diagnosis reasoning method based on the PSO-BPNN (Particle Swarm Optimization-Back
Propagation Neural Network) [10], and a composite network topology diagnostic method
based on the of PSO-BPNN, fault tree and fault Petri nets [11].

From the data perspective, practical industrial equipment accumulates a large amount
of data, using data mining or machine learning technology to extract information and mine
data, and then completing fault diagnosis, intelligent maintenance, and other work [12,13].
For research on roadheader health management, Liu & Liu [14] used a large amount of
monitoring data to analyze, process, monitor, diagnose, and maintain the roadheader and
dynamically grasp its operating conditions, thus enriching the fault diagnosis path. Due
to the complex structure of the roadheader, each component is interrelated with its fault
maintenance and involves many static and dynamic data. Correlations exist between the
data, such as equipment components and various fault maintenance methods, which are
closely linked to each other. Identifying a variety of faults is difficult when considering
knowledge about the potential relationship between these faults [15–19].

The knowledge graph is a semantic network that represents relationships between
entities and describes the process of forming a graph from data or knowledge through
modeling. Knowledge graphs are represented through triples. Entities represent real-world
objects or abstract concepts, relationships represent connections between entities, enti-
ties have labels and attributes, relationships have types and attributes, and so on [20,21].
Equipment in production and manufacturing accumulates a large amount of knowledge
and data [22]. As troubleshooting equipment failure becomes more difficult, applying
knowledge graph technology in the equipment manufacturing and fault maintenance field
can improve the efficiency of fault maintenance through the construction of a fault mainte-
nance knowledge graph and enable rapid decision-making for technical engineers [23–28].
In recent years, many scholars have applied knowledge graph technology to the coal
mining field. Cai et al. [29] introduced knowledge graph technology to provide support
for large-scale fault data analysis, management, and application in response to the lack
of systematic management and application of the historical fault data of comprehensive
mining equipment. Qiu et al. [30] used mine construction data with knowledge mapping
technology to comprehensively describe the process of the construction of the mapping of
unstructured data, using knowledge mapping technology to analyze and explore the use of
knowledge mapping technology in the mine construction field. Li et al. [31] introduced
knowledge mapping technology to improve the efficiency of coal mine electromechanical
accident processing, combined machine learning and rule templates to extract entities,
relationships, and attributes, and deposited these extractions into the mapping database
using Python + Neo4j technology to construct and update the mapping. Cao et al. [32]
defined the concepts, relations, and attributes of coal mine equipment maintenance, per-
formed ontology modeling, and used Neo4j to store the knowledge for forming a coal mine
equipment maintenance knowledge graph, which provides strong support for coal mine
equipment intelligence. The above research results utilize discrete data and experience in
the coal mining field to construct and partially explore the knowledge graph. However,
many entities and relationships are present in the graph. The topology structure of these
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knowledge graph models is static and confused, thus making the entire knowledge graph
more complex and removing the ability to precisely query the entity relationships between
fault phenomenon and causes.

Cantilever roadheaders generate large amounts of data during operation, especially
real data describing fault information, which is particularly important. Various methods for
fault recognition, including supervised classification methods and unsupervised clustering
methods, exist [33]. Among these methods, clustering is a widely used technique in data
mining and pattern recognition applications. Clustering divides the dataset into clusters,
with the highest data similarity within the clusters and the lowest similarity between
different clusters [34]. Methods of clustering include the division method, hierarchical
method, density method, and graph theory method. Density-based clustering algorithms
can recognize clusters of arbitrary shapes, irregular distributions, noise, and outliers, and
they are relatively robust to parameter selection [35,36].

In this paper, a dynamic optimization method of entity relations in the knowledge
graph of a cantilever roadheader is proposed. This method uses the historical dataset of
condition-monitoring, processes the data through a clustering method based on information
entropy and density in data mining, and then dynamically optimizes the entity relations
based on the entropy value and clustering results combined with the simplified network
topology of the knowledge graph. First, the static full-connected knowledge graph model
of cantilever roadheaders is abstracted from four dimensions of physical structure, internal
association, condition monitoring, and fault maintenance by utilizing graph theory and
complex network theory. The Neo4j database is used to construct the static full-connected
knowledge graph for cantilever roadheader. Second, the information entropy and density-
based DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) clustering
algorithm is used to process and analyze many condition-monitoring historical datasets to
optimize the network topology relationship. Based on the static full-connected topology
storage in the Neo4j database, the information entropy and density-based DBSCAN algo-
rithm is computed by using Python to identify the relationship weights, and dynamically
display optimized knowledge graph topology. Finally, an example of an EBZ200-type can-
tilever roadheader for smart maintenance is studied to analyze and evaluate the forward
and four-mainlines knowledge graph modeling method and the dynamic entity relations
optimization method for a static full-connected knowledge graph.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. The logic framework and the construction
process of fault maintenance knowledge graph models are put forward in Section 2. In
Section 3, the static full-connected knowledge graph model is established. In Section 4,
the knowledge graph entity relations of the cantilever roadheaders is optimized based on
information entropy and density-based DBSCAN algorithm. Section 5 provides a case study
to demonstrate the availability of the above proposed methods. Finally, the discussions
and conclusions of this paper are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Smart Maintenance Knowledge Graph Model for Fault Cause Analysis

As complex electromechanical equipment, cantilever roadheaders generate large
amounts of discrete knowledge and loosely coupled data during work, which accumulates
experience for the fault maintenance of the equipment, utilizes a large amount of fault
knowledge to mine the internal potential correlation, forms a fault logic chain, and further
precisely analyzes the faults to simplify the internal correlation by using the historical
monitoring data of cantilever roadheaders. Using graph theory and topological structure
knowledge to abstract the fault information of each dimension for modeling, a static full-
connected cantilever roadheader fault maintenance knowledge graph is constructed, and a
local clustering model is constructed based on the local network using the historical data of
condition monitoring. The entity-relationship of the knowledge graph is then optimized to
dynamically update the map.

Figure 1 depicts the cantilever roadheader fault maintenance knowledge graph con-
struction process. The specific construction steps are as follows:
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(1) Data collection

The data primarily includes information such as equipment information, technical
documents, expert experience knowledge, literature, and historical data. Organize and
summarize all the information to clearly delineate the scope of information involved, and
customize the process and strategy for constructing the knowledge graph of cantilever
roadheader fault maintenance.

(2) Identification of a core set of concepts

Clarify the domain scope and construction requirements of fault information, abstract
the core concept set, define the core concept type, normalize the terminology to express
the fault knowledge of the core concept class, and define the entity type, attribute, and
relationship type.

(3) Fault maintenance knowledge graph modeling

Using the theory of graph theory and topological structure knowledge to model the
knowledge graph for each part of the core set of concepts, define and extract the entities and
attributes of each part of the fault information and their relationships between the entities,
respectively, to form the topology subnetwork model of various components. Merge each
part of the entity-relationship subnetwork using entity disambiguation and coreferential
disambiguation techniques to form a static, fully connected knowledge graph of faults of
cantilever roadheaders.

(4) Dynamic optimization of graphical entity relationships

On the basis of the static full-connected knowledge graph, traverse the network using
filtering conditions to find the local subnetwork that needs to be optimized. Start from
any node in the subnetwork, find all of the data nodes associated with it, extract the local
dataset, and calculate the information entropy of the fault information and associated data
nodes using the clustering algorithm to construct the local data model. Repeat the above
steps until all the data nodes have been traversed, compare the entropy value and clustering
results with the associated nodes in the local graph to simplify the entity relationship in
the static graph and to weighting, and finally complete the dynamic optimization of graph
entity relations.

(5) Knowledge graph visualization display

Based on the graphical database Neo4j, construct the static cantilever roadheader
fault maintenance knowledge graph. Based on the clustering results and the entropy
value, use the improved DBSCAN algorithm developed by Python to connect Neo4j to
add weight attributes to the relationships and visually display the results before and after
the optimization.
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Figure 1. Logic framework of fault maintenance knowledge graph for cantilever roadheader.

3. Modeling the Static Full-Connected Fault Maintenance Knowledge Graph of
Cantilever Roadheader

Graph theory is used to represent and store entities, attributes, and relations as di-
rected graphs and combine them with topology to construct a static model of knowledge
graphs for fault maintenance of cantilever roadheaders, where abstract entities are “points”
that are independent of the size and shape of the entity, abstract lines connecting the enti-
ties as “edges”, and graphically describe the specific relations between these points and
edges [37–40]. Based on the approach of multilayer knowledge graph modeling for achiev-
ing knowledge fusion [41], the static fault maintenance knowledge graph of cantilever
roadheaders is constructed from four mainlines of physical structure, internal association,
condition monitoring, and fault maintenance. The entity disambiguation and coreference
resolution techniques are utilized to fuse the four dimensions into the static full-connected
fault maintenance knowledge graph with a complete logic chain.
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(1) Mainline of physical structure

The mainline of the physical structure is the core backbone of the entire knowledge
graph, which is constructed from the real hardware topology of the roadheader, and the
entity types are named as the entire machine, components, subcomponents, part entity
types, and relationships between entities according to the mechanical, hydraulic, electrical
and water system aspects.

The mainline of physical structure Gst can be described as:

Gst = {Vst, Est, Wst} (1)

Vst =
{

Vequip, Vcomp, Vscomp, Vpart
}

(2)

where Vst denotes the set of all entity nodes of the mainline of the physical structure;
Est denotes the set of relationships between the three types of entity nodes; Wst denotes
the strength of the relationship quantization in Est, which can be described by using the
attributes of the relationship; Vequip denotes the entity node of the whole machine, i.e.,
cantilever roadheader; Vcomp denotes the entity node of the component, e.g., cutoff section
and hydraulic system; Vscomp denotes the entity node of the subcomponent, e.g., the cutoff
arm of the cutoff section and the cutoff motor; and Vpart denotes the entity node of the part,
e.g., pins and bolts.

The mainline of the physical structure includes a total of four types of entities and
three types of relationships, which are described using the triple group <entity, relationship,
entity>. Relationships between the whole machine and components are represented by
‘component’, e.g., the cutting section of a cantilever roadheader is represented as <cantilever
type roadheader, component, cutting section>. Relationships between components and
subcomponents are denoted by ‘subcomponent’, e.g., a cutting head in a cutting section
is denoted as <cutting section, subcomponent, cutting head>. Finally, the relationship
between a subcomponent and a component is denoted by ‘part_of’, e.g., a cutting tooth in
a cutting head is denoted as <cutting head, part_of, cutting tooth>.

(2) Mainline of internal correlation

The internal association principle is a refinement and supplement to the physical struc-
ture principle, which describes the cooperative working relationships between components,
between subcomponents, and between parts within the same hierarchical subsystems of a
device. The entities of the internal association mainline belong to the physical structure
mainline; they do not need to be renamed but do need to be analyzed in terms of the
relationships between the internal entities.

The internal association mainline entities include components, subassemblies, and
parts; the type of relationship must be determined based on the specific component struc-
ture within the device, which can be roughly categorized into two types: structural rela-
tionship and transmission relationship.

The mainline of internal correlation Gin can be described as:

Gin = {Vin, Ein, Win} (3)

Vin =
{

Vcomp, Vscomp, Vpart
}

(4)

where Vin denotes the set of all entities in the mainline of internal correlation, Ein denotes
the set of relationships between all entities in the mainline of internal correlation, and Win
denotes the strength of quantification of the relationship in Ein, which can be described
using the relationship properties.
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(3) Mainline of condition monitoring

The mainline of condition monitoring utilizes sensors installed at the monitoring
location, generates raw data based on the sensors, and analyzes the data using the implicit
features in the characteristic indicators of the data. Hidden relationships are generated
between the data and the fault phenomena, and the characteristic indicators of the data are
also fed back to the fault phenomena and causes, thus associating the fault phenomenon
node of the equipment with the raw data node and the cause of the fault node with the raw
data and characteristic indicator nodes.

Condition monitoring mainline entity nomenclature includes the monitoring position,
sensor, raw data, characteristic indicator, fault phenomenon and fault cause. The relation-
ship types include monitoring location and sensor installation relationships, sensor and
data generation relationships, implicit relationships between data and feature indicators,
regular relationships between feature indicators and failure causes, reflection relationships
between fault phenomena and data, and mapping relationships between data and fault
causes. In the three sublines of data and fault phenomena, data and fault causes, feature
indicators and fault cause data have great influence on the relationship between entities. In
this paper, the process of mapping relationship optimization is mainly considered from the
data perspective.

The mainline of Gse condition monitoring can be described as:

Gse = {Vse, Ese, Wse} (5)

Vse =
{

Vsen, Vloca, Vdata, Vphen, Vcause

}
(6)

where Vse denotes the set of all entities in the condition monitoring mainline; Ese denotes
the set of all entity relationships in all condition monitoring mainlines; and Wse denotes
the strength of quantization of the relationships in Ese, which can be described using the
relationship properties. Vsen denotes a sensor node; Vloca denotes a monitoring location
node; Vdata denotes a raw data node; Vphen denotes a fault phenomenon node; and Vcause
denotes a fault cause node. There are a total of six types of entities and seven types
of relationships in the condition monitoring mainline. The mainline is described using
<entity, relationship, entity> or <entity, attribute, value>, which can be expressed as <sensor,
monitoring_of, monitoring location>, <sensor, generation_of, data>, <data, implication_of,
characteristic indicator>, <data, feedback_of, fault cause>.

(4) Mainline of fault maintenance

The fault maintenance mainline is the core of the knowledge graph. It uses the skeleton
of type–location–phenomenon–cause–solution to accumulate empirical knowledge and
reuse it. This knowledge can be ranked from the occurrence of the fault to the final solution.

Based on empirical knowledge, the mainline of fault maintenance is divided into four
parts: mechanical systems, hydraulic systems, electrical systems, and water systems. The
entities are named, and the type of relationship is determined. The fault maintenance
mainline of the entity names fault type, fault location, fault phenomenon, fault causes, and
solutions. The fault types are categorized according to common tunneling machine faults
into mechanical faults, hydraulic faults, electrical faults, and water system faults; the fault
location uses the four parts of the fault type to specifically check the location of the fault
and then standardize the naming; and the fault phenomenon may correspond to multiple
fault locations. For example, a mechanical failure occurs where the cutoff section does not
rotate, and the cutoff section includes the cutoff head, cutoff teeth, cutoff arm, etc. The fault
causes allow the analysis of specific fault phenomena; a fault phenomenon may include
a variety of fault causes; for example, overheating of the tank may be due to overflow of
the overflow valve or insufficient cooling water, among other reasons. A fault cause may
correspond to one solution or multiple solutions, phenomena, and causes. The relationship
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between the phenomenon, the cause, and the solution has many possibilities, incudes a
probability problem, and does not greatly influence the fault information itself.

The mainline of fault maintenance Gft can be described as:

G f t =
{

Vf t, E f t, W f t

}
(7)

Vf t =
{

Vtype, Vloca, Vphen, Vcause, Vsolu

}
(8)

where Vft denotes the set of all entities in the fault maintenance mainline, including five
types of entities; Eft denotes the set of all relationships in the fault maintenance mainline;
Wft denotes the strength of the relationship quantization in Eft, which can be described
by using the attributes of the relationship; Vtype denotes the node of the fault type; Vloca
denotes the node of the fault location; Vphen denotes the node of the fault phenomenon;
Vcause denotes the node of the fault cause; and Vsolu denotes the node of the solution
method. The fault maintenance mainline includes a total of five types of entities and
four types of relationships, which are described using the <entity, relationship, entity>
triad, denoted as <fault type, location_of, fault location>, <fault location, phenomenon_of,
fault phenomenon>, <fault phenomenon, cause_of, fault cause>, <fault cause, solution_of,
solution>.

(5) Merging Networks to Construct a Knowledge Graph Model for Fault Maintenance
of Roadheaders

The physical structure, internal correlation, condition monitoring, and fault mainte-
nance mainlines constructed according to different types of knowledge are merged under
the same model framework. This results in the fusion problem between heterogeneous data,
such as different names referring to the same part problem, e.g., the part location in the
mainline of physical structure may be the fault location in the fault maintenance mainline
and the monitoring location in the condition monitoring mainline. This is addressed by
utilizing the entity disambiguation and the co-referring disambiguation duplication or
redundancy, as well as by more accurately establishing entity links [42,43].

By merging the same nodes in the network of the four mainlines, a static fault mainte-
nance knowledge graph model of a cantilever-type roadheader consisting of 11 entities,
namely the equipment, component, subcomponent, part, fault type, fault phenomenon,
fault cause, fault solution, sensor, original data, and characteristic indicator, is finally
formed [41]:

G = {V, E, W} = Gstl ∪ · · · ∪ GstA ∪ Gin1 ∪ · · ·GinB ∪ G f t1 ∪ · · ·G f tC ∪ Gse1 ∪ · · · ∪ GseD (9)

V = Vst ∪ Vin ∪ Vf t ∪ Vse (10)

E = Est ∪ Ein ∪ E f t ∪ Ese (11)

W = Wst ∪ Win ∪ W f t ∪ Wse (12)

In Equations (9)–(12), V denotes the set of nodes in each mainline network; E denotes
the set of all edges in each mainline network; and W denotes the quantization intensity
of each edge. The merged static knowledge graph model of the cantilever roadheader is
shown in Figure 2, where N denotes the total number of all components of the roadheader
I = 1, 2, . . ., N; M is the total number of all subcomponents of component i, j = 1, 2, . . ., M;
and L is the total number of all parts of subcomponent k, k = 1, 2, . . ., L.
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4. Dynamic Optimization of Knowledge Graph Entity Relationships
4.1. Optimization Process Based on Information Entropy and Density-Based DBSCAN Algorithm

Because the fault graph constructed in this paper is static and fully connected, min-
ing fault information and related entity data is difficult. When the traditional DBSCAN
algorithm handles large-scale high-dimensional datasets, the data in the high-dimensional
space are usually sparser than the data in the low-dimensional space, which increases
the difficulty of density-based clustering. The use of only the DBSCAN algorithm cannot
directly uncover the strong or weak relationship between the fault information and the
data. Considering the heterogeneity of the high-dimensional time-series complex data,
the information entropy is combined with the DBSCAN algorithm by calculating the true
entropy value of the entity with fault information and the entropy value of the entity data
associated with it and then utilizing the absolute difference between the two entropy values
to assess the degree of proximity between them [44]. Finally, a threshold is set to assess the
strength of the relationship between them.

4.1.1. Sample Information Entropy

Entropy is a measure of the degree of uncertainty or random variable disorder in
a system and is used to characterize the rate at which data produce information [45].
The entity data can be reviewed as a probability distribution from which entropy can
then be calculated. In this paper, information entropy can be used to judge the degree of
discreteness between internal data and to calculate information entropy based on the real
data of fault information. The degree of proximity between the entropy value of the entity
data related to the fault information and the entropy value of the real data in the network
can then be judged. For example, suppose there are n fault information entities, each of
which may belong to a certain category, the true entropy value can be calculated by using
Equation (13):

H(X) = −∑n
i=1 p(xi)log2(p(xi)) (13)

where p(xi) denotes the probability that the ith fault information entity belongs to a cer-
tain category.
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After the true entropy value of the fault information entity is calculated, the entropy
value of the entity data associated with it must be calculated. Similarly, a set of data from
the associated entity can be used to calculate its entropy value.

Assuming that the associated entity dataset is also an n-dimensional vector, with each
dimension representing the probability of the value of an attribute or feature, the entropy
value can be calculated by using Equation (14):

H(Y) = −∑n
i=1 q(yi)log2(q(yi)) (14)

where q(yi) denotes the probability of the attribute or feature of the ith associated entity data.

4.1.2. Similarity Measures and Threshold Setting

After calculating the entropy value of two entities, mathematical methods such as the
absolute difference method, the relative difference method, the Euclidean distance method,
and the cosine similarity method, are generally used to determine the degree of proximity
between the two entities. Considering that the entropy value of the specific data of the
calculation in this paper cannot be solved by the vector method, the absolute difference
method was used to calculate the entropy value of the two values. The equation of the
absolute difference method is shown in Equation (14). The setting of the threshold value
usually needs to be adjusted according to the specific situation, and no fixed rule exists
for this setting. Generally, the threshold is determined based on the practical application
requirements and the characteristics and experience of the dataset.

absDi f f = |H(X)_1− H(Y)_1|+ |H(X)_2− H(Y)_2|+ . . . + |H(X)_n− H(Y)_n| (15)

where H(X)_i denotes the value of the ith element in the entropy vector of the fault
information entity, H(Y)_i denotes the value of the ith element in the entropy vector of the
associated entity data, and n denotes the length of the entropy vector.

Based on the information entropy and density-based DBSAN algorithm optimization
analysis process shown in Figure 3, the specific steps are shown below:

(1) Select the dataset X = {x1, x2, . . ., xn} to normalize the data.

Use data with different characteristics, such as current, voltage, and temperature, to
eliminate the difference in magnitude between them and improve the convergence speed,
robustness, and comparability of the model.

(2) Determine the number of clusters M = {M1, M2, . . ., Mn} based on the normalized data
obtained in the first step.

(3) Calculate each cluster’s clustering results and the center coordinate position (xt, yt, zt)
using a Python program.

There are more methods to find the center coordinate position; here, to simplify
the operation, the mean value technique is used to calculate the average value of each
one-dimensional data point as the center coordinate.

(4) Calculate the distances from each data point to the hyperplane in the clustered data
and form a distance matrix.

(5) Discretize the data and count the number of sample labels.

For high-dimensional continuous data, the discretization method is used to convert
constant numerical features into discrete category features to exclude the interference
of abnormal data and to facilitate the rapid improvement of the execution efficiency of
the algorithm.

(6) Calculate the probability p(xi) and q(yi) of the occurrence of the data sample, and
then calculate the information entropy of each data point in the hyperplane projection
according to Equations (13) and (14).
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(7) Calculate the information entropy of the real dataset of the fault information and
the information entropy of the data of the associated entities. Utilize the absolute
difference method for comparison.

(8) Based on the entropy value of the real data, calculate the absolute difference between
the two entities. If the information entropy of the sample data and the real entropy
value are close, the output results are generated directly, otherwise, return to the first
step, and continue to optimize the judgment of the other data. Through this result,
the relationship between the entities in the graph is dynamically optimized.
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4.2. Analysis Process of Information Entropy and Density-Based DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm
Based on a Static Graph

To solve the dynamic optimization problem of entity relations in a static graph, four
mainlines in the mapping must be analyzed. The entity relations in the physical structure
and internal correlation are related to the structure of the equipment itself; the entity
relations in the fault maintenance mainline are obtained by using empirical knowledge,
and the correlation relations between fault information are more of a probabilistic problem
reflecting the reasoning process of fault occurrence [46]. In the condition monitoring
mainline, historical data such as temperature, voltage, current, vibration, etc., are collected
through the sensors, the data are utilized to relate the fault phenomenon and fault causes
to generate relationships, and the data dynamics directly affect the fault information.

Based on the information entropy and density-based DBSCAN clustering algorithm,
the monitoring data in the mainline of condition monitoring and the fault entities in the
mainline of fault maintenance are extracted, and the local model is established. Taking the
entropy value of the real fault data as the benchmark, the entropy and clustering results of
the associated entity data are judged, and finally, the association strength between the data
and the fault phenomenon is determined to optimize the local network. For example, to
establish the connection between data entities and fault phenomena, local small clustering
models are established using data entities. The information entropy of the entity data
and the dispersion of each data point in the clustering results on the projection plane
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(information entropy) are compared with the dispersion of the data associated with the
real fault phenomenon on the projection plane to determine the strength of the connection
between the requested data and the fault phenomenon. The clustering analysis process
based on static graphs is shown in Figure 4. The black lines indicate the original static
fully connected network, the red lines indicate the simplified network connection, and
the adjacency matrix indicates whether a relationship exists between two entities, with 1
indicating a relationship and 0 indicating no relationship.
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Specifically, the clustering analysis process based on the static graph is as follows:

(1) First, the network connected by the input condition monitoring mainline and the
fault maintenance mainline is the neighbor matrix corresponding to the static full-
connected network, where A = {a, b, c} denotes the fault node set and B = {d, e, f, g}
denotes the original data node set, and a link set exists between A and B.

(2) Extract the monitoring history dataset, establish a local clustering model based on
data entities, determine the information entropy of the data in each dimension on the
projection plane, and compare the requested information entropy with the information
entropy of the data known to be absolutely related to the fault phenomenon. Finally,
determine the weight size of the relationship between entities using the comparison
results.

(3) Output the optimization graph (output the optimization adjacency matrix).

4.3. Dynamic Optimization Process of Entity Relationships Based on Condition
Monitoring Dataset

The accuracy of entity relationships based on the mainline network of condition
monitoring is fuzzy. On this basis, the results are obtained by comparing the entropy values
of fault information and associated entities using absolute differences and thresholds to
determine the strengths of the relationships between entities in the graph. According to
graph theory knowledge, the edges in the mainline graph of condition monitoring are
given a weight value. If the relationship between two entities is strong, the weight value is
1; otherwise, it is 0.

Based on the cantilever static fault maintenance knowledge graph, the Cypher tool
of Neo4j is used to quickly query all the nodes and relationships that must be optimized
according to the filtering conditions and optimization paths, and all the raw data and
feature index nodes related to the faulty entities are extracted by traversal. After the local
data of each part are extracted, the entropy value and DBSCAN clustering algorithm are
used to establish the local clustering model. After all the datasets are clustered, the Python
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program and the Cypher tool are used to correlate the fault phenomena with the data, the
cause of the fault with the data, and the feature indexes with the cause of the fault and to
add weight attributes to the relationships of each local optimization graph, dynamically
updating the graphs.

Figure 5 shows the dynamic optimization analysis process of the entity relationship
based on the static full-connected graph. This process is conducted as follows.

(1) Determine the analysis object according to the optimization objective, narrow down
the relationship optimization path, and use Neo4j-based Match and Where statements
to find all nodes and relationships in the condition monitoring mainline global graph.

(2) Use the Cypher tool to find the specific nodes and relationships in the local graph that
must be optimized, such as the three subnetworks of fault phenomena and data, data,
and fault causes, and characteristic indicators and fault causes.

(3) Select the starting point of any subnetwork, customize the starting point node, query
the relevant dataset nodes, traverse all the fault nodes, and repeat the above steps
for the remaining lines until all the fault nodes are traversed. N represents the total
number of fault nodes.

(4) Extract the node dataset and data feature index node set associated with each fault
node, analyze and model the data according to the data characteristics, analyze the
data using information entropy and density-based DBSCAN clustering algorithm by
using Python tools, output the analysis results, and cycle through all the local dataset
nodes, where S represents the total number of datasets.

(5) Use information entropy and clustering results to judge the strength of the relation-
ship by further calculating the absolute difference and threshold setting. Determine
whether all nodes and clustered datasets have been traversed; if so, proceed to the
next step; otherwise, return to step 3 and repeat.

(6) Use Python to connect to the Neo4j database and use the results to add weight value
attributes to each relationship to dynamically optimize the relationship. Return
to step 2, select the faulty nodes again, and repeat the previous steps until all the
relationships between the faulty nodes are optimized.
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5. Implementation of Cantilever Roadheader Smart Maintenance Knowledge Graph
5.1. Neo4j-Based Knowledge Graph Visualization Display

Based on the technical documents, maintenance experience knowledge, and fault
information of the EBZ200-type cantilever roadheader, the hydraulic and electrical fault
knowledge is displayed. To better display the entities, relationships, and attributes as well
as update the data, the graph database Neo4j is used to store the data [22] by connecting
to the Neo4j database through Python’s Py2neo library, creating nodes using a Python
program that reads the CSV file dataset, and constructing relationships and attributes
in sequence according to the cantilever roadheader fault maintenance knowledge graph
modeling process [47,48]. Figure 6 shows some entities and relationships in the static
fault maintenance knowledge graph, where different entities are distinguished by color. A
total of 447 nodes and 814 relationships are established in the static full-connected fault
maintenance knowledge graph, which contains 1 whole machine node, 11 component
nodes, 76 subcomponent nodes, 141 part nodes, 3 fault type nodes, 28 fault phenomenon
nodes, 83 faults cause nodes, 83 fault solution nodes, 3 sensor nodes, 17 raw data nodes,
and 1 feature indicator node.
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Figure 6. Visualization of some cantilever roadheader fault maintenance knowledge graphs.

According to the modeling process of the static full-connected graph of cantilever
roadheaders, the mapping is visualized along four mainlines, namely, physical structure,
internal correlation, condition monitoring, and fault maintenance.

Figure 7 shows the mainline of the physical structure. Here, the red nodes belong
to the whole machine entities, the blue nodes belong to the component entities, the dark
green nodes belong to the subcomponent entities, and the light green nodes belong to the
part entities.
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Figure 8 shows the mainline of internal correlation, where dark blue and yellow nodes
belong to component entities, green and light blue belong to subcomponent entities, and
purple and gray belong to part entities.
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Figure 8. Mainline of the internal correlation.

Figure 9 shows some of the mainline of condition monitoring. Red nodes belong to
the sensor entity, yellow nodes belong to the raw data entity, dark blue nodes belong to
the monitoring location entity, orange nodes indicate the characteristic indicator entity,
light blue nodes belong to the fault cause entity, and gray nodes belong to the fault
phenomenon entity.
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Figure 10 shows the mainline of fault maintenance, where dark gray belongs to the
fault type entity, dark blue belongs to the fault location entity, light gray belongs to the
fault phenomenon entity, light blue belongs to the fault cause entity and purple belongs to
the fault solution entity.
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5.2. Visualization after Dynamic Optimization of Entity Relations

The cantilever roadheader condition monitoring historical dataset is selected from the
data collected on 4 June 2023. This is a typical high-dimensional complex time series dataset,
and all of the historical datasets are extracted from the entity data nodes in the condition
monitoring mapping about the association of the oil pump motor over-temperature fault
phenomenon. The size of the dataset is provided in Table 1. Using clustering training, the
historical data are first preprocessed and imported using to_csv() in Panda’s library, and
the imported data are then cleaned by removing useless empty columns and data with
a 0 value. The MinMaxScaler class in the sci-kit-learn library is called to normalize the
historical dataset to eliminate different features and compare and analyze the data within
the same range. DBSCAN clustering analysis is performed on the cleaned standard data to
calculate the information entropy of each one-dimensional data point in its corresponding
hyperplane, and the real entropy is calculated by using real data of the phenomenon of
the overtemperature failure of the oil pump motor. The information entropy of each one-
dimensional dataset in its corresponding hyperplane is calculated, and the real entropy
value of the oil pump motor over-temperature failure phenomenon is solved by utilizing
the real data. The information entropy of all the entity datasets associated with the over-
temperature failure phenomenon of the oil pump motor in the static graph constructed
based on the empirical knowledge is compared with this value.

Table 1. Scale of historical dataset for roadheaders.

Name Samples Dimensions Aggregate Data

System voltage 1000 3 1000

Oil pump a-phase current 1000 3 1000

Oil pump b-phase current 1000 3 1000

Oil pump c-phase current 1000 3 1000

Oil pump motor temp 1000 3 1000

Historical data 1000 3 5000

The judgment of information entropy adopts the absolute difference method, using
this method to calculate the absolute difference between the information entropy of the
oil pump motor over-temperature fault phenomenon and the information entropy of
the associated entity data, to judge the degree of proximity of the two, to compare the
distributions of the real fault data and the associated entity data in the plane, and to set
thresholds for further judging the strength of the associations of all the entity data nodes
associated with the fault phenomenon and to determine the strength of the association
of all entity data nodes associated with the fault phenomenon. The specific information
entropy data and the judgment results are shown in Table 2. The four sets of information
entropy of the real fault data are obtained through the results of the clustering center
point. To obtain the accurate results, calculate the average entropy value in the three
dimensions of the system voltage, oil pump current and oil pump motor temperature and
take the average information entropy as the real entropy value of the fault. Based on the
dataset, an empirical threshold of 0.2 is preset using previous experience. To judge the
accuracy of the results, the difference method is used to calculate the information entropy.
If the absolute difference between the entropy value of the associated entity data and the
true entropy value is less than or equal to the threshold value of 0.2, then the similarity
between the associated entity data and the entity of the fault phenomenon is assumed to
be higher, i.e., the data entity has a closer relationship with the fault phenomenon. If the
absolute difference in the value of the information entropy is greater than 0.2, then the data
associated with the fault phenomenon can be judged to have a weak association with the
fault phenomenon node.
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Figure 11 shows the clustering results of comparing the real fault data of the oil pump
motor over-temperature fault phenomenon with the data of the fault-associated entity,
as well as the projection results on the corresponding hyperplane. Figure 11a shows the
projection results of the clustering of the real fault data, and Figure 11b shows the results of
the data of the fault-associated entity of the fault phenomenon. Using the clustering results,
the sample points are divided according to the cluster labels, and the sample points that
do not fit the cluster labels (e.g., noise) are labelled as 0. Through the absolute difference
between the entropy values of the two, as well as the set thresholds and the results of the
clustering analysis for the optimization of the entity relations in the knowledge graph, the
results of the dynamic optimization of the relations of some entities in the static knowledge
graph of cantilever roadheader are shown in Figure 12. Among these, the influences of
the oil pump phase A current, oil pump phase B current and oil pump phase C current
on the oil pump motor over-temperature fault are weak. The Python connection graph
database Neo4j combined with Cypher syntax is used to add attribute values with weight
w = 0 to the relationships. Among these, the relationship between the system voltage and
oil pump motor temperature and the oil pump motor over-temperature fault is strong, and
the attribute values with weight w = 1 are incorporated into the relationships.
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Table 2. Fault information, real information entropy and associated entity information, entropy
settlement results, and judgment methods.

Name System Voltage Fuel Pump
Current

Temperature of
Fuel Pump Motor

Information entropy
of real entities

1.7358688 2.07710315 1.12312751
1.98780557 1.70744128 1.36216711
1.96920776 1.91478088 1.04663344
1.93631029 1.36318644 1.59836601

Real entities average
entropy value 1.9072981 1.76529742 1.28749876

Information entropy
of related entities 1.71299956 2.08210018 1.32193058

Absolute difference 0.19429854 0.31680598 0.03443182

6. Discussion

To verify the accuracy of the information entropy and density-based clustering al-
gorithm proposed in this paper, the historical dataset of the roadheader was compared
with the traditional DBSCAN algorithm for the comparison test, and the accuracy of the
clustering algorithm comparison is shown in Table 3. The Eps represents the neighborhood
radius of the sample points. Mints represents the minimum number of sample points in
the optimal neighborhood. The optimal Mints value of Traditional DBSCAN algorithm is 7,
while the improved DBSCAN algorithm has an optimal Mints value of 6. However, due to
the increased information entropy and recognition calculation of noisy data, the running
time of the improved DBSCAN algorithm has increased.

Table 3. Comparative accuracy of clustering algorithms.

Dataset Dimensions Clustering
Algorithms Eps Mints Running

Time/s Accuracy

Historical
dataset for

roadhead-ers

3
Traditional DBSCAN 0.1 7 5.77993 85.9%
Information entropy
and density-based

DBSCAN
0.15 6 6.99355 97.8%
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Figure 13 shows the comparison of clustering results, where Figure 13a shows the
results of the traditional DBSCAN clustering algorithm, and Figure 13b shows the results
of the information entropy and DBSCAN-based clustering proposed in this paper. The
traditional DBSCAN algorithm does not consider the data anomalies and data prediction
processing methods and simply sets the neighborhood radius (ε) and the minimum number
of neighbors (minutes), whereas the DBSCAN algorithm based on information entropy and
density introduces the information entropy and threshold value. Through the processing
of noisy data and the calculation of data distribution entropy, the accuracy of the improved
DBSCAN algorithm is 97.8%, which is 11.9% higher than the traditional DBSCAN algorithm.
The algorithm proposed in this paper has more accuracy in classifying clusters of data
nodes associated with fault information.
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In order to verify the efficiency and accuracy of entity relationship retrieval, the entities
of the over-temperature failure phenomenon of the oil pump motor in the knowledge graph
were retrieved using the Cypher-based statement, the traditional DBSCAN algorithm, and
the clustering algorithm based on information entropy and density. The retrieval results
and the size of the relationship weights were analyzed by using the research results, as
shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14a is the result of all data entities around the phenomenon of oil pump motor
over-temperature failure obtained by Cypher query, Figure 14b is the result of data node
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clustering obtained by querying using the traditional DBSCAN algorithm, and Figure 14c
is the result obtained by querying the method proposed in this paper and comparing the
accuracy rate of these three methods in the relational query result, judging by using the
weight of the relational attributes in the query result and the complexity of the network
The comparison of the relationship retrieval results obtained using information entropy
and density clustering algorithms has the highest accuracy rate, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of accuracy of entity relationship query methods.

Method Result Relationship Weight

Static fault knowledge graph
cypher query

System voltage 1
Oil pump phase a current 1
Oil pump phase b current 1
Oil pump phase c current 1

Temperature of fuel pump motor 1

Traditional DBSCAN
algorithm query

System voltage 1
Oil pump phase c current 1

Temperature of fuel pump motor 1
Information entropy and

density-based DBSCAN query
System voltage 1

Temperature of fuel pump motor 1

7. Conclusions

To investigate the potential correlation between fault phenomena and causes, a method
of constructing fault maintenance knowledge graph using four mainlines and based on
forward modeling was studied. This graph structure can effectively precipitate the do-
main knowledge hidden in fault maintenance experience and status monitoring data. The
static fully connected topology structure of this knowledge graph is oriented towards all
operating conditions, and different fault phenomena occur due to different usage envi-
ronments, workloads, and product quality in actual operating conditions. Therefore, in
order to explore the direct connection between fault phenomena and causes under specific
operating conditions, an information entropy and density-based DBSCAN clustering al-
gorithm by introducing a corresponding historical dataset is proposed to optimize entity
relationships in static fully connected networks. By using cluster analysis technology,
this method improves the efficiency and accuracy of fault source analysis under specific
operating conditions, while the static fully connected graph structure of specific equipment
can be reused for fault source analysis under other operating conditions. The static fully
connected graph modeling method and graph entity relationship optimization method for
fault source analysis proposed in this paper can be extended to the equipment maintenance
process in other fields. In addition, the mathematical model and method proposed in this
paper can be applied to the maintenance of more complex mining equipment. However,
this paper is only a simple preliminary validation of this research, and future research will
focus on the identification of labels on historical datasets, fine-grained weighted analy-
sis, and automated map spectrum construction, to assist in the intelligent process of coal
mining equipment.
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